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RELEASE DATE
23RD SEPTEMBER

2016

Label: Edition Records
File Under: Alternative / Post Rock
Catalogue No: EDN1079
Barcode: 5065001530920
Price: LOWER FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Olavi Louhivuori - drums, electronics, voice
Ilmari Pohjola - trombone, electronics, voice
Lasse Sakara - guitars, voice
Lasse Lindgren - bass, electronics, voice
Osmo Ikonen - cello, electronics, voice

Agartha

ODDARRANG

‘Agartha’ the fourth studio album by Finnish quintet Oddarrang and their second for UK label Edition Records, takes its
name from the legendary city that is said to reside in the Earth's core. Oddarrang has established itself as a band with an
undeniably unique sound – blending monumental riffs and dynamic builds with heartwrenching melodies that soar over a
compelling and absorbing rhythmical drive. ‘Agartha’ pushes that emotion and potency to new levels with earworm
melodies you’re sure you’ve heard before and driving rhythms sent pulsing through your veins. With a unique blend of
cello and trombone, soaring vocals and electronic soundscapes fusing with the magma intensity of guitar, bass and
drums,

Led by eclectic musician and spiritual drummer, Olavi Louhivuori, Oddarrang has produced a bold and imposing
statement that without doubt will take it to the brink of international exposure. Brave in conception and epic in execution,
this music wells from the same melancholic Nordic spring that feeds the likes of Sigur Rós & Supersilent, adding the
folky, post rock influences of Mogwai and the electronic sound sculptures of Boards of Canada.

Confirmed coverage in CMU, Stereoboard and Clash, with plenty more to come

Oddarrang in concert - Rich Mix, London, 18th November

Track listing:
1. Aletheia 5:26
2. Central Sun 5:37
3. Mass I-III 9:51
4. Admiral Byrd's Flight 6:52
5. Telos / Agartha 11:18



RELEASE DATE
23RD SEPTEMBER

2016

Label: Edition Records
File Under: Alternative / Post Rock
Catalogue No: EDNLP1079
Barcode: 5065001530937
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 LP
Olavi Louhivuori - drums, electronics, voice
Ilmari Pohjola - trombone, electronics, voice
Lasse Sakara - guitars, voice
Lasse Lindgren - bass, electronics, voice
Osmo Ikonen - cello, electronics, voice

Agartha LP

ODDARRANG

LIMITED EDITION (of 500) 140G VINYL IN GATEFOLD SLEEVE WITH DOWNLOAD CODE

‘Agartha’ the fourth studio album by Finnish quintet Oddarrang and their second for UK label Edition Records, takes its
name from the legendary city that is said to reside in the Earth's core. Oddarrang has established itself as a band with an
undeniably unique sound – blending monumental riffs and dynamic builds with heartwrenching melodies that soar over a
compelling and absorbing rhythmical drive. ‘Agartha’ pushes that emotion and potency to new levels with earworm
melodies you’re sure you’ve heard before and driving rhythms sent pulsing through your veins. With a unique blend of
cello and trombone, soaring vocals and electronic soundscapes fusing with the magma intensity of guitar, bass and
drums,

Led by eclectic musician and spiritual drummer, Olavi Louhivuori, Oddarrang has produced a bold and imposing
statement that without doubt will take it to the brink of international exposure. Brave in conception and epic in execution,
this music wells from the same melancholic Nordic spring that feeds the likes of Sigur Rós & Supersilent, adding the
folky, post rock influences of Mogwai and the electronic sound sculptures of Boards of Canada.

Confirmed coverage in CMU, Stereoboard and Clash, with plenty more to come

Oddarrang in concert - Rich Mix, London, 18th November

Track listing:
Side A
1. Aletheia 5:26
2. Central Sun 5:37
3. Mass I-III 9:51
Side B
1. Admiral Byrd's Flight 6:52
2. Telos / Agartha 11:18



RELEASE DATE
23RD SEPTEMBER

2016

Label: World Village
File Under: World music/Argentina
Catalogue No: 479123
Barcode: 3149026012721
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack 

Anda

MELINGO

Like an illusionist straight out of a Borges novella, Melingo is back, with his voice, his clarinet and his sense of drama.
Listening to ‘Anda’ is like enjoying a Fellini film with your eyes closed, losing yourself in a display of sound designed as a
suite of baroque scenes in which each piece pulsates and destabilises us. In it, the original tango is reborn, a little as if
Carlos Gardel was at the centre of a form of arty neo-rock fiction, with a gallery of characters featuring Erik Satie and
Serge Gainsbourg among the spectres the Argentinian actor and poet conjures forth.

Made up of tracking shots and freeze frames, Anda is the most cinematic and perhaps the most journey-like project of
the Argentinian actor, poet and clarinetist, who continues to paint the pages of his own personal atlas in chiaroscuro.
Anda continues along a vagabond’s trail, a path first cleared with the albums Corazón & Hueso (2011) and then Linyera
(2014). Melingo’s tale maps an imaginary land in which a heaven-sent tramp, a sort of mystical enigma straight out of a
Chagall ceiling, might interact with the Satie of Gnossienne – an immutable melody which suits him down to the ground –
or with pre-fame Gainsbourg. This ‘Intoxicated Man’ finds his own vision of pink elephants, spiders on elegant shirtfronts
and bats in the attic, all expressed in the language of an Argentinian Tom Waits.

Melingo in concert - Jazz Café, London, 2nd Nov 2016

Track listing:
1. Se viene el dos mil 4:52 
2. A lo Megata 2:23
3. Igualito que el tango 2:41
4. Sol tropical 4:02
5. Volando entre las nubes 5:23
6. En un bosque de la China 2:37  
7. Intoxicated Man 3:46
8. Gnossienne 3:22
9. Espiral 3:36
10. Anda 5:39
11. Anda simultáneo 5:36 



RELEASE DATE
23RD SEPTEMBER

2016

Label: World Village
File Under: World music/Argentina
Catalogue No: 33479123 
Barcode: 3149026000476
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 LP

Anda LP

MELINGO

180g VINYL VERSION

Like an illusionist straight out of a Borges novella, Melingo is back, with his voice, his clarinet and his sense of drama.
Listening to ‘Anda’ is like enjoying a Fellini film with your eyes closed, losing yourself in a display of sound designed as a
suite of baroque scenes in which each piece pulsates and destabilises us. In it, the original tango is reborn, a little as if
Carlos Gardel was at the centre of a form of arty neo-rock fiction, with a gallery of characters featuring Erik Satie and
Serge Gainsbourg among the spectres the Argentinian actor and poet conjures forth.

Made up of tracking shots and freeze frames, Anda is the most cinematic and perhaps the most journey-like project of
the Argentinian actor, poet and clarinetist, who continues to paint the pages of his own personal atlas in chiaroscuro.
Anda continues along a vagabond’s trail, a path first cleared with the albums Corazón & Hueso (2011) and then Linyera
(2014). Melingo’s tale maps an imaginary land in which a heaven-sent tramp, a sort of mystical enigma straight out of a
Chagall ceiling, might interact with the Satie of Gnossienne – an immutable melody which suits him down to the ground –
or with pre-fame Gainsbourg. This ‘Intoxicated Man’ finds his own vision of pink elephants, spiders on elegant shirtfronts
and bats in the attic, all expressed in the language of an Argentinian Tom Waits.

Melingo in concert - Jazz Café, London, 2nd Nov 2016

Track listing:
Side A
1. Se viene el dos mil 4:52 
2. A lo Megata 2:23
3. Igualito que el tango 2:41
4. Sol tropical 4:02
5. Volando entre las nubes 5:23
Side B
1. En un bosque de la China 2:37  
2. Intoxicated Man 3:46
3. Gnossienne 3:22
4. Espiral 3:36
5. Anda 5:39



RELEASE DATE
23RD SEPTEMBER

2016

Label: Jazz Village
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 570124 
Barcode: 3149027007528
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Mohamed Abozekry - oud
Lotfy Abaza - violin 
Mohammed Farag - ney
Hany Bedair - riqq, dehola, daf 
Mahmoud Bayoumy - vocals (track 8)

Karkadé 

MOHAMED ABOZEKRY

Karkadé is the name of the new project of the oud player Mohamed Abozekry. The title comes both from the hibiscus tea
that is omnipresent in Abozekry's native Egypt, and from the name of an Egyptian restaurant in Grenoble, France; an
establishment where Abozekry, newly arrived France, found a home away from home. There he, over the course of
many nights, dwelt in his native culture, from poetry to music, with particular recourse to the wonderful recordings of
Ahmed Al-Tony, considered the greatest munshid (Cantor) of Egypt.

Whilst Abozekry's previous outing on Jazz Village, Ring Road, allowed him to take the oud far from tradition, Karkadé
returns to Egyptian sources. The album aims to pay tribute to the different musical schools of the country. Initiated three
years ago, the project brings together four musicians, Lotfy Abaza on the violin, Mohammed Farag on the ney (flute) and
Hany Bedair on percussion - the riqq (tambourine), daf (frame drum with metal ringlets), and dehola (two-headed drum).

Track listing:
1. Retour 5:32
2. Samai Rast 8:41
3. Ala El Falouka 10:33
4. Fi Hadrette Sinai 8:07
5. Isis 6:27
6. El Sakia 7:40
7. Karkadé 9:19
8. Le Vin Mystique 7:07



RELEASE DATE
23RD SEPTEMBER

2016

Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: CAMJ7904-2
Barcode: 8052405142139
Price: FULL PRICE
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Joona Toivanen - solo piano

Lone Room

JOONA TOIVANEN

It is rare to witness such an evolution of musical creativity, as when listening to Joona Toivanen’s Lone Room: on his
latest, piano solo recording on CAM JAZZ, the Finnish artist seems to be exploring his intriguing inner sonic world on
each of his eight compositions, in pursuit of expressive paths of self-revelation. 

The uniqueness of Lone Room lies in revealing the search, the route and the destination reached. Whether
inward-looking, outgoing, contemplative, joyful or gloomy, Toivanen’s approach is always extremely jazzy, even when it
is unusual, like Whale Song, in which he almost sets the beguiling language of whales to music. Listening to Toivanen’s
new album satisfies our senses, knowing we will surely find something still unexplored. 

Track listing:
1. Impromptu  2:40
2. Lowlands  3:07
3. Lone Room  6:47
4. Moon Illusion  4:43
5. Kafka  8:24
6. Elder  6:19
7. Highlands  5:08
8. Whale Song  9:02
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